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It is shown that in a twisted space the nonlinear spinor equations considered in the field 
theory of elementary particles follow from a variational principle in which the Dirac Lagrang
ian is supplemented by the scalar torsion of the space. 

l. One of the simplest generalizations of Euclid
ean space is a twisted Riemann space, in which 
the metric b'3 Galilean and the geodesics are 
straight lines. Such a space (see Appendix) is 
characterized by a completely antisymmetric 
torsion tensor <Pa{3e We note that unlike the 
graviational field components r a{3,E• Which, like 
the field <Pa{3E• have a definite geometrical mean
ing, the latter quantities are a tensor field, and 
therefore cannot be locally reduced to zero by 
any change of coordinates. The field <Pa{3E can 
be given a simple physical interpretation; it can 
be regarded as the proper field of a particle, 
since its presence does not affect the motion of 
the particle (the geodesic line is still straight). 

In a twisted space covariant differentiation 
can be defined (see Appendix) for tensor and 
spinor quantities, though since the metric is 
Galilean there is no difference between covariant 
and contravariant components. Then 

(1) 

(2) 

where 'Pa is interpreted as the vector potential of 
the electromagnetic field. 

We get the field equations by starting with the 
Einstein variational principle 

S = ~(L-l/R) d4x, (3) 

where b is a dimensional constant and *R is the 
scalar curvature of the space, which in our case 
is 

(4) 

Let us consider in particular the equations of a 
spinor field for which the invariant Lagrangian L 
is written in the following way: 

= ± (1Jf+y a. '¥,a;- w:tr" '¥} - !i <Da~e ('If+y a; y~y € '¥) 

-('If+ya'P')q;a, '¥,a=a1¥jax'". (5) 

The summation is taken with a ¢ {3 ¢ E. 

Let us examine the case in which 'Pa = 0. Since 
the derivatives of the field <Paf3E do not occur in 
the action integral (3), variation with respect to 
this field at once gives 

(6) 

Varying the expression (5) with respect to '.{!+ and 
using Eq. (6), we get 

y.,'¥,. + (i/32b) ('P'+ranr~'l') r"r~r.'¥ = o. (7) 

Equation (6) shows that the field <Paf3E is produced 
by the spin, and therefore it is quite natural to in
terpret it as the proper field of the particle. 

Going over from the tensor W+YaY{3YEW to the 
corresponding dual axial vector w+yay5w, we get 

We can then write Eq. (7) in the form 

y""l¥·" + iA.~('P'+ro:ro'¥) ra.r6"1¥ = 0, 

(8) 

(9) 

where we have introduced the notation i\~ = ( %6 ) b. 
Thus we have obtained the nonlinear spinor equa
tion with axial-vector nonlinear term. 4 

2. The interpretation of the Lagrangian (5) and 
the action integral (3) considered in the preceding 
section is not the only one possible. We shall con
sider another aspect of the theory, in which the 
equation (9) appears as an approximation. 

If in the Lagrangian (5) we go over from the 
tensors <Paf3E and W .. YaY{3YEW to the correspond
ing dual axial vectors, Eq. (5) takes the form 
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L = ± {1f'+y;'l',~.- w;,,y;,'l'}- ('V_,_r~. 'I') cp~,- ('l'+r).rs'l') {p;,, 
(10) 

where cpA. and cpA. are vector (electromagnetic) 
and axial-vector (quasi -electromagnetic ) poten
tials produced by the corresponding vector and 
axial-vector currents. Introducing a new constant, 
we can write the second term of the action integral 
(3) in the form 

(11) 

In addition to the electromagnetic field tensor HJ.J.v 
we must now introduce the pseudotensor HJ.J.v of 
the quasi-electromagnetic field; the total Lagrang
ian can then be written in the form 

L- - L . 1 H2 . 1 {H2 2k2-2 
gen- + 16:rtct i.o -;- 16:rtctl Ao + o!p)J. (12) 

Varying this with respect to 'II+, 'PA.• cp71. leads to 
the following field equations: 

r a {a~a- iqJa - irs<Pa} 'I' = 0, 

(13) 

For the fields HJ.J.v and HJ.J.v we obviously get 
the Maxwell equations and the Proca-Yukawa equa
tions, respectively. In cases in which second de
rivatives can be neglected in the latter equations, 
we find 

(14) 

Substituting this in the first equation of the system 
(13) and neglecting cp a• we get Eq. (9) as an ap
proximate equation. Thus inclusion of a torsion 
of space leads to a new axial-vector field, to 
which, as is well known, there correspond axial 
vector mesons when second quantization is used. 

APPENDIX 

1. As is well known, in the general case the 
change of the components of a vector on parallel 
displacement can be written 

(15) 

where *r~A. are the affine connection coefficients, 
which are asymmetrical in the lower indices and 
can be written as the sum of a symmetric part and 
an antisymmetric part: 

(16) 

The quantities ~71.• called the components of the 
torsion, form a tensor and violate the parallelo
gram law. 1 

On introducing a metric and requiring conser
vation of the length of a vector on parallel displace
ment, we can divide *r~A. into metric and non
metric parts: 

(17) 

here r J.J.V,a are the ordinary Christoffel symbols, 
and 

The equation of the geodesic lines in such a 
space can be written in the following way: 

(18) 

d"'P. -p. dx" dxi. 
d~2 + fo), dT dT == Q, (19) 

where by Eqs. (16)- (18) the f'~A. are given by 

r~,, = r~~. + C':'a, i. + C\, C• (20) 

In our special case of a space with Galilean 
metric, in which the geodesic lines are straight, 
we have 

(21) 

It then follows from Eq. (20) that the torsion must 
be a completely anti symmetric tensor. In this 
case let us introduce the notation 

(22) 

The scalar curvature of the space, which in this 
case depends only on the torsion components, can 
be written 

(23) 

2. In order to write the equations of an unquan
tized spinor field in an affinely connected space, 
we can use a method developed by Rumer. 2 Let 
Q.J.J. (a ) , Q,J.l. (a ) denote the components of the metric 
tensor of Lame. Here J.J. is the index of the ordi
nary covariant or contravariant component, and the 
index in parentheses (a ) indicates the number of 
the invariant orthogonal component, so that 

gw' = QP (a) Qv (a), .... 

Then in the parallel displacement of a vector 
the change of the orthogonal components of the 
vector that corresponds to Eq. (15) is 

dA (a) = ·~a (a~) A (M dx", (24) 

where *~a ( a(3) are the generalized Ricci rota
tion coefficients. Since by hypothesis A2 remains 
unchanged in parallel displacement, 

(25) 

where the brackets *( ) ,a denote the covariant de
rivative relative to *r~71. and *~a ( a(3). The last 
of the conditions (25) and Eq. (17) give 
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(26) 

In Riemann space (without torsion) we have 

ao~'- (cr) 
fcr'J. v = .Q,, (ct) -~ -L ~ (27) 

L' a:x.cr I CJ, lJ-V' 

where t:.a,!J.V are the ordinary Ricci rotation co
efficients, which depend on Q/J. (a), g,v (a ) and 
their derivatives. 

Comparing Eqs. (26) and (27), we find 

(28) 

i.e., the same tensor IIa,!J.v gives the nonmetric 
parts of both *r a!J.,V and *t:.a,!J.v· 

The change of a spinor on parallel displace
ment is written 

where 

(29) 

*Ba = ~·~a (a~) r (a) r (~) + ilcpa (30) 

are the generalized displacement matrices, 2•3 and 
y (a) and I are Dirac matrices. Then the covari
ant derivative of a spinor is written in the follow-

and the Lagrangian of the spinor field can be put 
in the form (the mass term is omitted here) 

L = (l/2i) {1Jf+y (a) (DaW)- (DaW)+y (a) 1¥} Qo (ct), (32) 

In the case of interest to us here, that of a 
space with the Galilean metric, we obviously have 

(33) 

and Eqs. (31) and (32) go over into the formulas (2) 
and (5) used earlier. 
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